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Webinar aim

To enable you to understand how a School’s 
values can be used in recruitment to assess  
whether candidate’s values, behaviours and 
attitudes align with those of the School, and 
how using VBA Interviewing can make a 
positive contribution to a safeguarding 
culture in a school. 
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“The use of value based interviewing would 
provide further safeguards in recruitment and also 
serve to emphasise a culture of safeguarding

within a school. While it may be more time 
consuming than conventional recruitment 

practices the benefits of avoiding an unsafe 
appointment are incalculable”

NSSCB SCR January 2012



My values journey
 NSPCC and Values Based Interviewing
“Employers should use preliminary interviews as a standard part of establishing a fuller picture of the 
character and attitudes of short listed candidates for all posts in children’s homes”

 NHS, Francis Enquiry and Compassionate Care
“Patients must be the first priority in all of what the NHS does by ensuring that, within available 
resources, they receive effective care from caring, compassionate and committed staff, working within 
a common culture, and protected from avoidable harm and any depravation of their human rights.”

 Launch of VBA Consulting
Making a difference
Caring about respect
Working in partnership
Enabling sustainable change

 Governor at Holy Family Primary School

 Trustee at Inspiring Learners Multi Academy Trust



What is a VBA Interview?

“An interview which seeks to understand candidates’ values, 
behaviours and attitudes and how they apply their values and 
attitudes in work/ volunteering situations in order to assess 
whether they align with the values and expectations of the 

organisation”

 Evidence based 
 Probing
 Role and organisationally relevant
 Carried out by two trained interviewers



VBA Interviewing and Safeguarding
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Recommendations for assessing values in recruitment
 Warner Report 1992

“Employers should use preliminary interviews as a standard part of establishing a fuller picture of the 
character and attitudes of short listed candidates for all posts in children’s homes”

 Bichard Report 2005
“I passed on to the DfES suggestions by the NSPCC on the need to look at sectors outside schools and 
education and the merits of Value-based interviews”

 SCR Little Teds Nursery March 2010
“The early years foundation stage safeguarding requirements should be reviewed and strengthened in 
order to identify the  characteristics of unsafe organisations. Further guidance should be issued to Early 
Years Ofsted inspectors to assist them in identifying where these characteristics may exist and this 
should include a requirement that safer recruitment including value based interviewing take place”

 SCF Hillside First School January 2012
“North Somerset Schools Human Resources should recommend the use of Value Based Interviewing 
(VBI) for recruitment in schools and other childcare settings, and offer training and support for schools 
whishing to implement VBI”
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Does it work?
 Predictive validity

“This predictive validity (0.46) suggest that the VBI is a very useful tool in 
identifying candidates likely to be successful in children services. Moreover 
because the results are replicated for two different jobs, the results 
support the generalisability of the use of  VBI in selection for different 
jobs.”
NSPCC Values Based Interviewing Research 2008.

 Engagement of employees
“VBI recruited staff are more likely to recommend the organisation to 
others and plan to stay with the organisation for longer than those not 
recruited on values.” 
Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust VBI evaluation 2015

 Evidence in practice from Education
◦ Holy Family, Sale Moor

◦ Inspiring Learners Multi Academy Trust

◦ Wellington College, Crowthorne



Predictive Validity 
SELECTION METHOD VALIDITY

Assessment Centres 0.65

Work based samples 0.54

Ability Tests 0.53

Personality Tests 0.39

Structured Interviews 0.4 – 0.5

Biographical Data 0.38

References 0.23

Traditional Interviews 0.05 – 0.19

VBI
NSPCC 0.46
OUH 0.38

Source – British Psychological Society (BPS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source – British Psychological Society.Correlation co-efficient of between-1 and +1 to show strength of the relationshipScore of 0.2 or above is normally representative of a useful relationship for an interview



Holy Family Primary School

At Holy Family we grow, learn and succeed in the footsteps of Jesus.

Together we succeed
Growing our hearts and minds

We care about respect
Passionate about learning

“Holy Family is an outstanding values based school”
“Parents feel values based education has build up the confidence of their children 

so they are more resilience and will face the challenges of high school”
“Values are constantly referred to…….this is not just wall paper, it is a way of 

living”
“Staff morale used to be low but it is now high, staff are very supportive of each 

other”



Inspiring Learners Multi Academy Trust

Passion – Passionate about learning
Ambition – Ambitious for everyone to grow

Collaboration – Working together, supporting each other
Innovation – Imagining possibilities, challenging ideas

Integrity – Open and authentic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Imposition of values by Bollin Head led to strikes by staff and parents launching face book campaign and picketing outside of school. Right changes implemented without shared vision and values. KS new approach. Vision and values of Bollin work by me. �Setting up ILMAT – joined as believed in the vision and values and a new way of working. To create change better to be on the inside creating change than the outside complaining about a lack of change.



The Wellington journey

“The College should think of implementing  
Values Based Interviewing when appointing 

new staff.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following extensive NSPCC review after we had an IMR, this was the only recommendation. In 2011, we commissioned the NSPCC to carry out an IMR (Independent Management Review) of our safeguarding procedures and policies. The only recommendation suggested us considering the adoption of Values Based Interviewing (VBI) when recruiting staff.   I was curious and began working with Kerry. Over a 9 month period an extensive scoping exercise was undertaken which involved speaking to large numbers of staff and students, examining the College’s 5 core values – next slide - kindness, courage, integrity, responsibility and respect



Wellington College Values

Kindness
Courage
 Integrity
Responsibility 
Respect 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 years prior to IMR –large whole school community exercise; therefore values still quite “new” – say that VBAs have helped embed the values as well – we use our values as part of our everyday language in the College – they underpin all of our conversations in areas such as discipline, our appraisal process and we also have values guardians who help to champion the values and help engender an open culture by being a bridge for staff to speak to – all helps the overall culture within the school to be one which encourages proactive and supportive safeguarding and foster an environment where any potential abuser would know that they would not get away with it.



What does it “look like?”
 Candidates selected for interview
 Interview schedule includes VBA interview
 Information given to candidate
 Questions selected by recruiting line manager
 2 interviewers per interview (1 scribe, 1 

interviewer)
 Time for write up / interviewer discussion 

afterwards
 Results and summary go to decision making panel
 Considered in the overall picture
 Discrepancy – DSL and HR advice sought
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ShortlistInformation – particularly in teaching , not many have come across it. Question banks – line manager choosesThe way in which the decision making panel works is that skills and competency are looked at first – then the VBA is drawn in.Discrepancy – myself or Director of HR drawn into the discussion and a decision made about how to go forward
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The stumbling blocksLargely practical  - negotiate them because the outcome is worth itTime and schedulingFinding places to interview (remote VBAs have worked ok, but the nuancing of body language / facial expressions can sometimes be lost)Staff training – finding time  / staff turnover



Considerations
• Time
• Understanding 
• Interviewers 

• Identification
• Expectations
• Training
• Peer supervision
• Ongoing training / feedback
• Appreciation

• Brief applicants 
• Policy

• Ownership
• Clear processes

• Auditing
• Reviewing
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process takes time – the work needs to be based on a well known and lived out set of organisational values of which the whole community have a collective ownership. These values need to have relevance for all staff and their job roles. Considerable time and thought needs to be given to creating relevant question banks and outcome criteria to ensure a consistency of approach. Time allowed for staff to do it properly. Time for HR to plan it.Everyone needs to understand the ‘why’ – there needs to be understanding and buy in from Senior Leaders and particularly middle leaders who may be responsible for the recruitment of staff into their departments or houses. Creating a safer culture within a boarding school really does start at the very beginning of the recruitment process and all staff need to be acutely aware of thisInterviewers with the right skills need to be identified – they also need to be given time and continual training to continue to develop their skillsBrief applicants – interview candidates needs to be briefed in advance of their interview as to what a VBI is and what is expected. This also adds an additional layer of safeguarding – a potential abuser may well be put off applying to a boarding school which clearly and openly places safeguarding at the centre of everything they do and which starts at the very beginning in the recruitment phaseA VBI policy needs to be written – be clear on lines of accountability, ownership of the process and what should be done if an interviewee performs below your expectations in the VBI but strongly in other areasWHOLE PROCESS TO BE REGULARLY REVIEWED AS WELL. Currently doing the biggest overhaul – ready for a refresh and relaunch in September. 



2 case studies

 Applicant A  Applicant B
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Applicant A:Senior post.Clear he had tried to “prep” beforehand – answers were really formulaic. When really probed using the SAFARI method (KC will talk about later) he could not expand. As he was questioned, he got quite angry, “I don’t’ see what these questions have got anything to do with the position I am applying for.”Graded unsatisfactory.In decision making meeting, everyone else thought that this individual was by far the best candidate. Decided to get in for a 2nd interview specifically designed to “test” the areas which had been considered weaknesses. When looking at these areas in real depth, all agreed that he was not suitable and his values were not aligned. Decision made to appoint another candidate.Applicant BRushed appointment process. Beginning of the summer holidays. Only 2 applicant for the post advertised.Neither VBA was great, significant concerns over one applicant and ability to manage conflict  /attitude to respectful relationships with others. In feedback meeting, the VBA interview was over ruled and applicant B was appointed against the viewpoint of the VBA interviewers. Throughout the Christmas term,  parental complaints over relationships with pupils, and a significant fall out with HOD and a student. Contract was terminated at the end of the Christmas term. 



Example Schools Values and Behaviours Framework

We respect each other

We care about working together

We challenge ourselves to grow

We love to learn



Example VBA Interview questions
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SAFARI Model of probing

S =  Situation 
A =  Action
F =  Feelings
A=  Analysis
R = Results
I =   Impact

20 %

80 %

Question

Question

Question

Question
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How to embed VBA Interviewing in Schools

• Clarify or develop your school’s values and behaviours
• Review existing recruitment processes and consider 

where VBA Interviews fit in
• Communicate your values and behaviours internally 

and externally
• Train interviewers in VBA Interviewing
• Consistently apply the values and behaviours in 

recruitment
• Embed the values across the school – induction, 

training and performance management
• No short cuts!
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Thank you

KERRY CLEARY: 
Kerrycleary.vbaconsulting@gmail.com

Tel: 07793 956613

DELYTH LYNCH:
dal@wellingtoncollege.org.uk

Tel: 07825419190
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